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Classicall theory: Steady-state nucleation 

Inn this chapter we first discuss classical nucleation theory (CNT): the simplest and most widely 
usedd theory that describes a nucleation process. The present form was developed in the first half 
off  the 20th century. As early as the end of the 19th century, J. W. Gibbs [10,11] showed that, due to 
thee work required to form an interface betweenn the new phase and its parent phase, a nucleus of 
thee new phase can only grow after it reaches a critical size. In the 1920's Volmer and Weber [12] 
initiatedd a kinetic theory for the formation of a nucleus. This theory was further developed by 
Faruass [13] and subsequently by Becker and Döring [14], Zeldovich [15] and Frenkel [16]. In 
ourr discussion of CNT we follow Kelton [17]. We extend the thermodynamic expression for 
thee nucleation barrier to a multicomponent system and discuss the thermodynamics of curved 
interfaces. . 

3.11 Kinetics 

Considerr a liquid with a given distribution N n of clusters, where N n is the number of clusters 
off  size n. We are interested in the change in cluster size distribution due to an abrupt change 
off  the pressure or density of the liquid. The transient behavior can be described by a set of 
coupledd rate equations for the number densities of the clusters. However, in order to do this 
onee has to make a couple of assumptions. We assume that the mechanisms by which a cluster 
cann grow or shrink are the attachment and detachment of single molecules. This assumes that 
wee have a method to identify a cluster and to assign a size to it. Furthermore, events where 
pre-existingg clusters collide and fuse, or where a cluster splits into two or more smaller cluster 
aree ignored. In addition we assume that the events by which a cluster gains or loses particles 
aree not correlated, or in other words, that there are no correlations between successive events. 
Thee rate equations for the time-dependent cluster density N n then have the following form: 

^^ = ^ N ^ l t ) - b"Nn( t ) - f+Nn{t ) + bn + 1N n +1 (t), (3.1) 

wheree f£ is the forward rate for the attachment of particles to a cluster of size n and b~ the 
correspondingg backward rate. We can define a flux kn(t) or net rate at which clusters of size n 
becomee clusters of size n + 1: 

kn(t)) = f + N n ( t ) - b ;+ 1N n + 1( t ) . (3.2) 

Inn thee steady state the flux is constant and equal for all sizes: 

kk = f+Nn(t) - b -+ 1N n + i ( t ) = fJ+ 1Nn + 1( t ) - bn + 2N n + 2( t ) = ... (3.3) 
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Inn the following we want to solve this equation. After the abrupt change it is generally assumed 
thatt after a transient time T, during which the cluster size distribution changes, a steady state 
iss reached in which there is a continuous flux of monomers to larger cluster sizes. However 
thee cluster size distribution does not change any more and Nn(t) is time independent. The 
liquidd is, due to the very small steady state flux, in a kind of quasi equilibrium, where for 
smalll  cluster sizes n < nc r i t where nc r i t i s the critical cluster size, the steady state cluster size 
distributionn is almost equal to the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution: N^s » N^q. However 
forr large cluster sizes n > nc r i t the steady state cluster size distribution N^s -» 0 vanishes while 
thee corresponding Boltzmann distribution starts to increase and is much larger: N^s > N ^ , 
Makingg use of the fact that there is no net flux in equilibrium: f+N^q - b n + 1 N ^ , = 0 or bn = 
fnNnq/Nn+ii  we can eliminate the backward rate from Eq. (3.1): 

kk = f + N e q| — - N n + 1 | nd) 

Dividingg Eq. (3.4) by f+N^q and summing both sides over cluster sizes from L <?; nc r t t to H > 
TT-CC ri t yields: 

11 £ / N n 

n=L L 
77 frvN£q *- N* q N* q ) ~ Nfq N f < ' ( } 

ass all intermediate terms on the right side cancel each other. If we make now use of the fact that 
forr L < ncl.i t Nj>s « N[ q and for H » ncrii NS

H
S

+T/N^q
+1 -^Owe get 

kr_L L == 1. (3.6) 

Itt is reasonable to assume that the sum is dominated by cluster sizes close to the top of the 
nucleationn barrier, as there 1/N£q has its maximum. We therefore Taylor expand the nucleation 
barrierr around its maximum up to quadratic order. Furthermore we assume that the attachment 
ratess near the maximum are constant f+ ss f+. ru. If we extend the summation over An = 
nn - nc r i t f rom - co to +oo and replace it by an integral we find the final form of the steady state 
nucleationn rate: 

kk = Zf£r ( tNi exp(-AG{ucri1}/kBT) , (3.7) 

wheree Z = A/|AG(ncrlt)
//|/27rkBT is the Zeldovich factor. Here we have already made use of the 

factt that the equilibrium cluster size distribution at the top of the nucleation barrier is given by 
thee Boltzmann factor: N£?r.t = N, exp(-AG (uc r iJ/kBT). The only difference in the steady state 
nucleationn rate compared to the solution one gets if the back flux is set to zero and the Nn are 
sett to the equilibrium distribution, is the Zeldovich factor. 

Thee steady state nucleation rate can therefore be interpreted as the product of the proba-
bilit yy that a critical nuclei is formed: P(ncri1) = exp(-AG(nc r i t) /kBT), times the number of 
monomers,, times the rate with which a critical nuclei grows, times the Zeldovich factor, which 
takess care of the fact that not all particles at the top of the nucleation barrier end up in the solid 
phase,, but can also recross and dissolve again. 

Wee can also make a simple estimate for the attachment rate of particles to the critical cluster. 
Too this end we multiply the number of monomers available at the surface of the nuclei, which 
iss proportional to nc ^ r with a typical transition rate of these particles to become part of the 
nucleus.. This transition rate is proportional to Ds/A

2, where D s is a self-diffusion coefficient and 
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AA a typical distance over which the diffusion takes place - of the order of the particle diameter. 
Thee attachment rate of particles to the critical cluster is then given by: 

3.22 Nucleation barrier 

Lett us consider two systems. System (I) contains the homogeneous, metastable phase p. System 
(II )) contains the parent phase (3 with a nucleus of phase ct. The height of the nucleation barrier 
cann be computed in several ways, depending on the thermodynamic variables that we keep 
fixed.. For instance, for a system with fixed number of particles N at constant pressure p and 
temperaturee T, the nucleation barrier is given by the difference in Gibbs free energy between the 
statess II and I. In order to compute this barrier we first evaluate the difference in the internal 
energy y 

A U - U I I - U I .. (3.9) 

Thee internal energy of system I is given by 

U ^ T ' S ' - p ' V '' + n'N, (3.10) 

wheree S is the entropy, V1 the volume and u.1 the chemical potential of system I. As state II is 
alsoo in equilibrium, albeit it an unstable one, the chemical potential is constant throughout the 
systemm - even though the system itself is inhomogeneous. The internal energy of system II is 
givenn by 

U»» = T ^ - p M - P f W + Y A + u 1 ^ 

== T I I SI I +(pI p I -pL I )V i ,-p^ I V I I + YA + uI I N (3.11) 

Wee consider the situation that the nucleus is formed at constant pressure and temperature. In 
thatt case p1 — pi1 = p.T1 = T11 = T and u1 = \in — \i. The last equality follows because the 
chemicall  potential in the parent phase is a function of p and T only. The difference in the internal 
energiess of systems I and II is then given by 

AUU = TAS + (p - p^1)V^1 + yA - pAV, (3.12) 

wheree AS = Sn — S1 and AV = V11 — V1. Note that the terms involving the chemical potentials 
dropp out of the expression for AU. The expression for the nucleation barrier then becomes 

AGG = AU + pAV-TA S 

== ( p - p M + yA. (3.13) 

Thiss equation holds for every dividing surface. Moreover we did not make any approximations 
concerningg the compressibility of either phase, nor concerning the interfacial free energy. If we 
choosee the surface of tension to be the dividing surface (see appendix 3.3), then we can use the 
Laplacee equation (Ap — 2ys/Rs) to express the height of the barrier as 

AGAG = ^TTR^YS 

== |TCAPR|. (3.14) 
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Phasee ((3) 

II I Phasee (p) 

Figuree 3.1: Formations of a nucleus of a stable phase a in a metastable phase (3. The nucleation 
barrierr is given by the free energy difference of the two systems. 

Inn what follows it wil l be convenient to express the surface tension ys in terms of the barrier 
heightt AG and the Laplace pressure Ap 

Ys s 
1/3 3 

, - )) AG , / 3Ap 2/ 3 

D7TT i 
(3.15) ) 

Inn the following chapters we wil l use this equation to calculate the surface tension from the 
measuredd barrier height and the Laplace pressure. 

Inn order to derive the expression from CNT for the barrier height, we continue with equation 
Eq.. (3.13). If we make use of the Gibbs-Duhem relation for a isothermal variation of the pressure 
inn system II and assume in addition that the fluid is incompressible (pa = pp) we get 

nM-nLVp1) ) 

Usingg this relation Eq. (3.13) becomes 

VaVa Pp 

P« « 

AGG = [^1(pJl
1)-^1(Pp1)]N a + yA, 

(3.16) ) 

(3.17) ) 

wheree N a is the number of particles in the parent phase a. As the chemical potentials of the 
parentt phase and the nucleus are the same n"(p") = Hp'tpp1)/ w e retrieve the CNT expression 
thee nucleation barrier 

AGG = A H N K + YA , (3.18) 

wheree Ap: = H-^tpp1) — M-p'fpp1) is the difference in chemical potential between the two phases at 
pressuree pp. Assuming that the nucleus is spherical A = 47tR2, the barrier height is given by 

AG* * 

whilee the critical radius is 

seee also Fig. 1.1. 

r r 

16TII  y3 

33 PCAM2 

2y y 
P«A|a.' ' 

(3.19) ) 

(3.20) ) 
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3.2.11 Multicomponent system 

Itt is straightforward to generalize the expression for the nucleation barrier from CNT to a multi-
componentt system. The internal energies U1 and U n are given by Eqs. (3.10),(3.11), but we have 
too replace the term of the chemical potential by a sum over all species 2 î!=i M-iNt- We should 
notee that the general expression for the barrier height Eq. (3.13) is the same for a multicompo-
nentt system, as all terms including the chemical potentials drop out. We stress that for every 
componentt the chemical potentials in the parent phase and in the critical nuclei are the same 
p.ii  = p.?1 = )j.i. In the absence of the Laplace pressure, the chemical potentials in phase a would 
bee lower than those in phase 3- The effect of the Laplace pressure is to compensate this differ-
encee for every component i. At the first sight, it would seem that the computation of Ap is an 
intractablee problem for a multicomponent system - to satisfy the condition that u.-*  = ur for all 
ii  it is not enough to compress phase a; we should also change its composition. The situation is 
greatlyy simplified if we make use of the semi-grand canonical ensemble. In this ensemble, the 
independentt variables that describe the state of an n-component system are the temperature T, 
thee pressure p, the total number of particles N and the set of n — 1 differences in the chemical 
potentiall  Am between a reference species, say i = 1 and all other species i ^ 1. The number 
off  components n can be infinite. At coexistence the chemical potentials of all species i in the 
twoo phases are equal \xf = u.-*. This means in the semi-grand ensemble that the temperature 
andd pressure as well as the reference chemical potential u-i and all the Am are equal. Now we 
considerr what happens if we supersaturate the parent phase by compression. In the semi-grand 
ensemblee we perform this by increasing p, while keeping T and all Am constant. Note that this 
doess not correspond to the experimental route for supersaturation as there the composition of 
thee system cannot change. In this case all Am change by different amounts, and it is precisely 
thiss factor that complicates the analysis in multicomponent systems. Suppose that we have 
compressedd the system up to a pressure pp, where m and all m increased by an amount AuA 
Ann equal compression of phase a leads to an increase Au" for all species. Obviously Au.a is less 
thann Au^ because beyond coexistence phase [3 is metastable. However we can compress phase 
aa to a higher pressure p a such that 

A ^ ( p a) = A u P ( pp ) .. (3.21) 

Thus,, working in the semi-grand ensemble we have achieved equality of the chemical potentials 
off  all species in the multicomponent mixture. In homogeneous nucleation it is the Laplace 
pressuree that ensures that the chemical potentials of all species are equal and we can make 
thee following identification 

A p = p « - p , j.. (3.22) 

Notee also that only after we have determined the pressure p„ , the density and the composition of 
phasee a can be measured. To solve Eq. (3.21) we can use the following thermodynamic relation 

-p--p- = -, (3-23) 
opp p 

whichh is just the combination of the Gibbs-Duhem relation and the change of the Gibbs free 
energyy for isothermal compression. We can then write Eq. (3.21) as 

orr (3.24) 
Jpcoex x 

ve,ve, +Ap 
<V(p}) adpp = Am3(P3}  (3.25) 

A A 

Pcoex x 

P P 
(V(p)>adpp = 

rve, rve, 
<V(p))3dp p 

Pcoex x 
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Inn practice to determine the Laplace pressure one measures in a semi-grand simulation the aver-
agee volume V as a function of pressure in both phases. Integrating the average volume over the 
pressuree from coexistence pCOexto pp yields the chemical potential differences in both phases 
Aupp and Ap.«. Using Eq. (3.25) one can determine the Laplace pressure by continuing the in-
tegrationn over phase a until the chemical potential difference is equal to that of phase £. The 
proceduree in a one component system is the same, one only uses the NpT— ensemble. 

3.33 Appendix: Surface tension of a curved surface 

3.3.11 General definition of a surface tension 

Lett us consider a system with two phases (3 and <x at coexistence. The two phase equilibrium 
iss characterized by equality of temperature Ta = Tp, pressure p« = Pp a nd chemical potential 
Haa = M-p in the bulk phases. However, the density profile in the interface region varies continu-
ouslyy between the bulk densities of the two phases. This density variation gives rise to an extra 
contributionn in the thermodynamic functions, which need to include the work yA to create the 
surfacee area A, where y is the surface tension. If we assume that this system has a fixed number 
off  particles N, at constant volume V and temperature T, the Helmholtz free energy is given by 

FF = -ST - pV + yA + uN, (3.26) 

wheree S is the entropy and [i  the chemical potential of the system. The thermodynamic defini-
tionn of the surface tension is then given by 

T = $ L . TT <327) 

Followingg Gibbs we now introduce a dividing surface of zero width in the interface region, 
whichh establishes a boundary between the two bulk phases. The position of the dividing surface 
iss usually located in the transition zone and the volumes of the two phases are fixed V = Va+Vp. 
Thee idea of Gibbs was that any extensive thermodynamic quantity can be written as a sum of 
bulkk contributions and a contribution which is assigned to the dividing surface. Examples are 
thee total number of particles in the system N — N a + Np + N sor the Helmholtz free energy 
FF = F« + Fp + Fs. Here the index S indicates the contribution from the dividing surface. For a 
planarr interface the surface tension does not depend on the location of the dividing surface, as 
thee surface area does not change. For a spherical interface, as we wil l have in nucleation, this 
iss not the case. The position of the dividing surface determines not only the volume of the two 
bulkk phases, but also the interfacial area. 

3.3.22 Curved surfaces 

Lett us consider a spherical nucleus inside a fixed volume V, containing N particles at tempera-
turee T, see Fig. 3.2. We choose a spherical dividing surface with radius R and the corresponding 
volumess of phases <x and |3 are 

V«« = T R 3 , V ( 3 = V - T R 3 . (3.28) 

Thee Helmholtz free energy of this system is 

FF = -ST - p«Va - ppVp + 47tR2y + u.N, (3.29) 
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Figuree 3.2: Sketch of a spherical interface. For radii R < Ra or R > Rp the densities are those of 
thee corresponding bulk phases. Radii Ra < R < Rp constitute the transient region. In this area 
wee define a dividing surface Rs, which corresponds to the surface of tension. 

wheree p a and pp are the pressures in the two bulk phases and Antfy is the surface energy for a 
givenn dividing surface. Note that the definition of a dividing surface does not affect the physical 
parameterss in the system, e.g. F,pa,pp, u, N. Therefore for a small (mathematical) displacement 
off  the dividing surface we get from Eq. (3.29) 

[dF]]  = -Ap47tR2[dR] +87tRy[dR] +47tR2[dy], (3.30) ) 

wheree we defined the Laplace pressure Ap = p a — pp. We denote by the differential in square 
bracketss a mathematical displacement of the dividing surface. Differentiation with respect to R 
leadss us to the generalized Laplace equation 

Ap p 2y y dy y 
dR R 

(3.31) ) 

Thee Laplace equation relates the pressure difference between the two phases to the surface ten-
sion.. The pressure difference arises to ensure equality of the chemical potentials. If the two 
phasess are in equilibrium, be it stable or metastable, the pressure in the droplet of phase <x is 
higherr than that of phase |3. If we choose the dividing surface such that 

dy y 
dR R 

== 0, 
R=RS S 

thenn Eq. (3.31) reduces to the standard Laplace equation 

(3.32) ) 

(3.33) ) 

wheree ys = y[Rs] is called the surface of tension. We can now easily obtain the complete de-
pendencee of y on R. Therefore we write the generalized Laplace equation Eq. (3.31) in a slightly 
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Figuree 3.3: Dependence of the surface tension on the radius of the dividing surface Eq. (3.36). 
Thee surface tension has a minimum at the surface of tension. 

differentt form 

ApR2 2 _d_ _ 
dR R 

R2y. . 

Integrationn over R from Rs to an arbitrary R gives 

iTrMd-»--

(3.34) ) 

(3.35) ) 

Usingg Eq. (3.33) we arrive at 

Y(R)=Ts s (3.36) ) 

Fromm Fig 3.3 we see that the surface of tension is at the minimum. The surface tension at any 
otherr position in the interface region will be higher. 


